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Abstract

This paper presents a framework for understanding ta-
bles of contents (TOC) of books, journals, and magazines.
We propose a universal logical structure representation in
terms of a hierarchy of entries, each of which may contain
a descriptor and a locator. We enumerate graphical and
perceptual cues that provide cues to parsing of tables of
contents in terms of this formalism. We make initial sugges-
tions about the form of evaluation metrics for comparing
groundtruthed tables of contents with the output of recog-
nition algorithms. Typical and atypical tables of contents
are used throughout to illustrate significant phenomena that
must be dealt with in principled ways in any general TOC
interpretation scheme. Finally we discuss implications of
our observations on the design of recognition algorithms.

1 Introduction

Tables of contents (TOC) are guides and informative
summaries of books, magazines, journals, reports. Auto-
matic parsing of tables of contents is of great use to many
document recognition and information mining applications,
but the problem is difficult because of the great variety of
formats and styles used. Indeed graphic designers distin-
guish their work in part by novelty; the space of TOC de-
signs is probably open-ended.

For any particular TOC design, rules can often be engi-
neered to parse TOCs in that or similar designs. Previous
work in TOC parsing often relies on strong assumptions
about layout constraints of particular publications [12, 9].
But the field seeks a more ambitious goal – to successfully
read virtually any book’s TOC, thereby covering a signifi-
cant part of the design space, including those never seen by
the algorithm designer.

Before attempting to devise algorithms to parse tables of
contents in general, we must understand the patterns, fac-
tors, and constraints that underlie their structure and de-
signs. These will in turn enable the finer specification of
the parsing problem, and proposal of metrics for evaluat-
ing the success or failure of proposed algorithms. We offer

some initial steps along these lines based on our study of a
few hundred tables of contents, a few of which employ as
motivating examples.

A TOC is often thought of as a navigational aid, espe-
cially in the context of document image analysis. For ex-
ample, parsing TOCs of published material provides useful
cross-linking of content headings and content location dur-
ing paper to digital conversion. Some approaches exploit
this constraint by devising TOC parsing algorithms based
on matching items in the TOC with chapter and section
headings in the body of the book or article [5, 6, 8].

A table of contents does more than simply aid navigation
of a book. It represents a summary organization of thought,
content, and rhetorical structure that is rich in information,
and can be valuable for semantic indexing, organization,
and retrieval of content. Just a study of TOCs of books in
a topical domain can provide an intuitive “lay of the land”
to a person who is new to the domain. This can be used by
digital libraries and online book repositories to organize and
present their content. Or, to a person already familiar with
a topical domain, a TOC provides insights into the depth
of coverage, and variation of emphasis in covered material.
People often compare and judge books and volumes by their
tables of contents.

To understand and parse tables of contents poses rich in-
tellectual challenges. “Tables” of contents actually turns out
to be misnomer. Because they often contain different types
of functional components (such as heading, number, author
or page-number) tabular structure can be a useful means for
presentation. But TOCs are actually hierarchical lists de-
scribing the rhetorical structure of the book, and true tables
are not necessarily always a convenient way to express the
multi-level hierarchical structure. As a consequence, tables
of contents are seldom simple tables, and often are not tab-
ular at all.

TOCs span a wide range of structure and style. Pars-
ing of TOCs can be challenging and presents problems not
yet explored in a principled way. But unlike other struc-
tured content presented in visual form (such as tables and
diagrams), they can be largely covered by a simple logical
representation scheme that we propose. We show, by way
of example, that it covers a wide variety of TOCs. On the
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basis of this scheme, we also propose metrics to evaluate
the performance of automatic TOC parsing systems.

We present no algorithms or proofs, but support the
above claims through observation and in-depth considera-
tion of both typical and unusual examples. We consider
TOC parsing to be a valuable domain for development of
visual structure parsing and functional role labeling.

2 A logical representation scheme

The term “table” turns out not to be a particularly use-
ful description of either the logical or the layout structure
of many TOCs. The logical structure of a true table sug-
gests that rows and columns generate cells whose meaning
is partly derived from their row-column coordinates. One
may think that a TOC establishes row-wise correspondence
between a descriptor (say chapter heading) and a locator
(say a page number). However, not all elements in TOCs
necessarily have a page-number or locator.

The layout structure of a true table is designed to make
the rows and columns apparent by visual appearance indi-
cators such as alignment, background wash, and graphical
separators. However, as we shall see in many of our exam-
ples, TOCs do not necessarily have a visual tabular struc-
ture.

Tables of contents are indices into the larger documents
they precede, many of which are organized into a hierar-
chical rhetorical structure. Books are often organized into
chapters, which are formed of sections, which are formed
of subsections. TOCs usually respect this rhetorical struc-
ture, as well as the ordering of content. Any summary of
content that does otherwise is often given a different name.
For example an index summarizes and organizes content by
alphabetical, chronological, authoring, or other criteria.

Therefore, we propose that the underlying logical struc-
ture of a table of contents is not that of a table at all, but of
a hierarchical listing. Formally the structure is a tree, where
nodes describe chapters, sections, or rhetorical chunks at
other levels of granularity. In the TOC-tree, we shall call
each node an entry. Each entry is a triple: (descriptor,
locator, children).

Several investigators have previously identified the hier-
archical tree as the appropriate logical model for tables of
contents [4, 6, 5], especially in regard to the goal of map-
ping to XML output. Here, instead of propelling directly to
one or another parsing algorithm, we expand on the func-
tional roles comprising such a tree, and their mappings to
layout and attribute cues. It is useful to consider diverse ex-
amples in order to appreciate the range of ways this logical
structure can be expressed, and therefore which any general
TOC recognition algorithm must cope with.

A descriptor tells about the node. It is often a title or
a heading, but can itself be a composite object, such as (ti-
tle, author), or (level-name, number, heading), where

level-name can be “Chapter”, or “Section” or any name
associated with a particular hierarchy level. A descriptor
may also include a passage of descriptive text, a date, or
even pictures.

Locators are usually page-numbers, or ranges, but may
also include explicit hyperlinks, and volume-labels or other
hierarchy information (such as page A.21). Locators are
useful not only for navigation, but they also provide infor-
mation about the length to which topics are covered, and
thus relative emphasis on different entry topics.1

Children of an entry is an ordered list of entries that
are immediately below this entry in the hierarchy. The or-
dering again is normally in rhetorical order. For example,
a chapter entry may have a list of sections as its children.
Children and locator are optional constituents of an entry.

The above meta-scheme does not specify the exact
schema for descriptor or locator. Most of the ideas pre-
sented here can be developed in this abstraction. Figure 1
illustrates part of a table of contents, and its ground-truth
interpretation in our proposed representation. Here we as-
sume that the ground-truth for descriptor and locator are
strings of characters. In an extended representation, decom-
positions of the descriptor element could be expressed by
explicit encoding of such constituents as entry type (e.g.
“chapter”, “section”), entry number, entry title, entry au-
thor, tagline, etc. Belaid [2] takes this idea to an extreme
with part-of-speech tagging approach to TOC recognition.

The identification of document elements corresponding
to functional objects can take different forms. For example,
to analyze scanned images of tables of contents, the ground-
truth encoding for descriptor and locator could be identi-
fiers for respective regions of support in the image. Such a
ground-truth may be useful to test a functional role assign-
ment algorithm that takes a segmented image as input.

We present a few illustrative examples of tables of con-
tents from our collection. In Figure 2(a) the table of con-
tents is a flat list of entries with no children. The salient
columnar structure is used to call out the different functional
components of each entry. Each descriptor is itself sub-
divided into author and chapter title which happen to be
organized as columns. In Figure 2(b) tabular layout is also
used, but at the Chapter level of a hierarchical organization.
The “Part” entry omits the locator node, and indentation and
font variation are employed to distinguish the functional
parts, title, and author. The complex TOC in Figure 2(c)
also uses tabular layout, but alternate chapters are laid out
in two mirror image tables that are intertwined. Each de-
scriptor consists of a chapter number, an image, a chapter
title, and a tagline. The locator follows immediately be-
low the descriptor, and is in a different font. Figure 7 con-
tains more examples of TOCs readily encoded in our logical
scheme, but displaying a variety of stylistic choices.

1Most electronic TOCs have been robbed of this information because
they only offer navigation — hyperlinks in lieu of locators.
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Figure 1. Excerpt from a typical table of con-
tents from a technical book (top), and a part
of a possible ground-truth assignment.

We call a table of contents conforming when it can be
meaningfully and correctly interpreted in our logical meta-
scheme. Based on our evaluation of several hundred TOCs,
we feel comfortable in asserting that documents that are in-
tended to serve as tables of contents but do not conform to
our logical scheme are extremely rare.

We also suggest that reasonable people will agree on a
unique interpretation of most TOCs in this scheme, and this
can be done without having to analyze the book that it sum-
marizes. In other words, the TOC contains enough infor-
mation for unique human interpretation in most cases. Ex-
ceptions are unusual and occur for interesting reasons. One
example is Figure 4. Here we observe clear Region entries.
It is debatable whether States constitute a proper level of
their own, or should be encoded as part of region entries’
descriptors. Road entries take their own format pattern, but
their ordering is ambiguous. Note that our proposed en-
coding is one-way: a ground-truth encoding of an observed

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. (a) A table of contents with a sim-
ple tabular layout, and no hierarchy. (b) A
TOC from a typical technical publication with
nested structure. (c) A less mundane look-
ing table of contents. Functional roles are
characterized by font, associations indicated
primarily by proximity. A complex columnar
structure exists, but page numbers do not
have their own column.

table of contents is not required to contain all of the infor-
mation necessary to reconstruct the page.

Interfaces: The recursive tree logical structure readily
leads to the definition of query and manipulation interfaces.
While we do not spell out an interface in detail here, the
accessors and functions derive straightforwardly from the
tree structure of TOCs’ underlying semantics. We list some
example interface methods in Figure 5.

This generic interface can lead to models for evaluating
automated analysis, and for comparison of documents by
tables of contents, even without specifying the exact rep-
resentation of descriptor or locator. It is clear, though,
that descriptor and locators should at least allow tests of
equality. This interface can also lead to exploration of how
to compare books by their TOCs.

We should emphasize here that all this development is
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Figure 3. The apparent nested tabular struc-
tures, actually present hierarchical lists of
descriptor-locator pairs.

possible in the context of the TOC alone, i.e., even without
considering correspondence to the document that it summa-
rizes.

3 Visual representation

Tables of contents are designed to be read by people, and
this fact superimposes two important considerations. First,
the human visual system is automatically equipped with
certain perceptual abilities that enable it to segment scenes
into disparate objects, and to group elements into coherent
wholes. The so-called Gestalt rules of perception provide
for separating and associating visual objects based on size,
color, orientation, alignment, co-circularity, symmetry and
common motion, to name the most commonly cited factors.
Second, tables of contents are cultural artifacts. Citizens
learn the conventions that organize of their cultures’ writ-
ings. Styles evolve, and the reader of 19th century treatises
might well be disoriented by the complexity and stylistic
liberties taken by a modern magazine layout before they
learn what cues to attend to.

The visual representation of tables of contents can be
quite varied. Creative designs go beyond a simple tabular
layout to convey the organization of content. Perceptual
cues and visual structures are used to convey various rela-
tionships and differences among different functional parts.

Table 1 lists some kinds of functional roles and relation-
ships commonly found in tables of contents. This listing
is not exhaustive of the graphical and perceptual devices
that designers employ. Nevertheless, the table illustrates

Figure 4. A creatively designed TOC which
can be associated with ground-truth accord-
ing to our scheme. However, this ground-
truth will fail to explain the rich visual infor-
mation available to the discerning reader.

• Entry toc.getRootEntry(), int toc.getDepth(),
TOCTree toc.trimDetails(int maxDepthToKeep),
TOCTree toc.flatten()

• Descriptor entry.getDescriptor(), Locator
entry.getLocator(), TOCTree entry.getSubTOC(),
int entry.getLevel(), List entry.getChildren(),

• Entry toc.getMatchingEntry(Descriptor
queryDescriptor), List
toc.getMatchingEntries(Locator queryLocator)

• Entry entry.getPrecedingEntry(), Entry
entry.getPrecedingSibling()

Figure 5. Examples of interface methods aris-
ing from the hierarchical list structure of
TOC.

the maze of ambiguity that the human reader sorts through
while navigating a table of contents. It is possible to draw a
few dominant themes such as these:
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(a) Key for graphical depiction
of spatial relations and local
relations and inferred descrip-
tor nodes, locator nodes, and
parent-child relations compris-
ing an interpretation.

(b) Parse of the TOC in Figure 1 in terms of these
element types.

(c) A graphical depiction of the patterns of
layout relations among attributed zones at the
three hierarchical entry levels found in this
TOC. Double-arrows indicate relations be-
tween spatial markers at different levels.

Figure 6. Spatial relations and local attributes provide evidence for how a table of contents can be
parsed into a hierarchy of descriptor/locator/children nodes.

Table 1. Functional roles and relationships in
tables of contents

Functional impli-
cation

Visual/Perceptual cue

Level in hierarchy Font, size, emphasis, indentation, bul-
let style, numbering style

Association of de-
scriptor to locator

Alignment, proximity, line-
connectors, shared font or color

Functional part de-
limiter

Column separator, extra white-space,
separator lines, color difference,
font/size change, bullets, numbering,
dashes.

Association of par-
ent to child

Reading order proximity, spatial prox-
imity, relative indentation to child,
page-range coverage, emphasis varia-
tion through font, size, color, sibling
transfer (parent of sibling is parent)

Association be-
tween siblings

shared attributes (indentation, font,
size, color), reading order proximity,
inter-sibling separators.

• If there is visible columnar structure, columns usually
contain functionally similar elements such as author or
title or page number, while rows comprise our triples.
While this is mostly true for left-to-right reading or-
der documents, we present an interesting exception in
Figure 8.

• Attribute sharing (alignment, common color, font) sup-
ports association, while attribute change indicates dif-
ferent functional chunks.

• A parent to child transition is generally supported by
indentation, and/or a reduction in visual saliency (e.g.,

smaller, lighter font).

None of these observations can be translated into definitive
rules. No functional phenomenon exclusively entails a per-
ceptual or visual cue. No visual indicator uniquely identifies
a functional role or relationship. Rather a logical resolution
emerges from simultaneous consideration of a multitude of
visual cues.

One source of guidance is the discipline enforced by
style consistency — any given TOC uses a fixed set of
visual cues to indicate any functional role or relationship.
For example, a TOC will consistently use dotted-line con-
nectors, or shared font or proximity or any combination of
those to indicate association between chapter title and page-
number.

Of course, another source of guidance available to hu-
mans, that could be made available to algorithms, is famil-
iar patterns or “templates” for tables of contents. The limits
of such a strategy are discussed in Section 5.

Generative exploration: Starting from a logical tree
(hierarchical list) representation, we can imagine compos-
ing visual attribute elements and layout style elements to
obtain different visual realizations of tables of contents.
Some of these will lead to aesthetic and meaningful visu-
als, others will not. But in principle this would allow the
automatic synthesis of tables of contents in the manner of
other forms of automatic document layout [1].

4 Evaluation Metrics

Having decided on the logical representation schema for
the ground-truth, we can develop metrics to assess the per-
formance of TOC parsing systems. Our ground-truth rep-
resentation for a TOC is a hierarchical list of triples. This
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(a) A centered list (or table with one col-
umn) of descriptors. No locators.

(b) Only chapter level entries have loca-
tors. Section descriptors are hyphen sep-
arated and in reading order. Each chap-
ter descriptor includes a chapter number
(center aligned), and a chapter title which
is left aligned on the next line.

(c) Locator precedes descriptor in read-
ing order. A semantic constraint that chap-
ter numbers do not, but page-numbers
may, increment in jumps is necessary to
infer that the numbers are locators.

Figure 7. A variety of styles in Tables of Contents.

Figure 8. Portion of a TOC that extends fur-
ther to the right. The visual structure is
columnar, but not tabular. Each column rep-
resents a chapter, with chapter number, title,
bullet separated list of sections, and chapter
locator.

can be represented as a tree of ordered pairs: (descriptor,
locator), while enforcing sibling ordering in the tree.

If the target representation of a TOC analysis algorithm
is also the same (which we would recommend), then tree
comparisons metrics (such as tree edit distance [3]) become
natural candidates for evaluation metrics. A tree edit dis-
tance measures the minimum number of operations (such
as insertion, deletion, or substitution of tree nodes or sub-
trees) necessary to transform the parse-result tree into the
ground-truth tree. Additional patterns of tree alteration can
also be considered with appropriate penalty. For example,
misdetecting a level change from visual cues will result in
children becoming siblings or vice-versa. This pattern of
error can be penalized according to the ultimate goal of the
application.

However, we also consider evaluation metrics that do not
require that the analysis output be in our ground-truth form.
Rather, based on our ground-truth, we can frame queries
for which we know the answer. We can then count how
frequently (or how much) the ground-truth response agrees
with the response of a system under evaluation. This way of
evaluating parsing was suggested for tables in [7]. We can
examine this idea by way of example.

An important, but not the only, use of a TOC is as a nav-
igational aid. One might consider that the ultimate goal of
TOC parsing is to establish navigational hyperlinks from
TOC entries to actual locations of content. For this goal,
it is important to correctly interpret locator indicators such
as page numbers, the associations between descriptor and
locator elements. Therefore, a TOC analyzer does not nec-
essarily have to produce output in our format, or even fully
interpret the hierarchy in a TOC. A simple listing of (de-
scriptor, locator) pairs serves the purpose, and they need
not even be in reading order.

A natural family of queries for evaluating the nav-
igational task is: TOC.getLocator(Descriptor
query) which can be asked for every entry in the ground-
truth, and the expected response is the locator associated
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with the entry in the ground-truth, or null if there is none.
For each ground-truth entry.descriptor, let l denote the
ground-truth locator, and l∗ be the one returned by the test
system.

We can compute a locator assignment recall metric as
the average of the ratio: d(l, l∗)/d(l, l) computed over all
descriptor items in ground-truth. Here d() denotes a simi-
larity function defined for a pair of locators. Implicitly, of
course, a comparison for equality will also have to be de-
fined for descriptors to allow the system to find the best
match to the query descriptor.

We could also turn this around. Let us say the goal is
to associate with every locator a sufficiently descriptive
chunk of the descriptor, while allowing for some segmen-
tation error.

In a variant of the task, the correct ordering of entries
may be considered important as well, especially if the chil-
dren do not have associated locator. Also, we may want
to assign higher penalties for errors in the higher levels of
hierarchy. The constraints on expected output from auto-
mated systems will thus progressively increase. However,
in all the above cases, as long as the ground-truth is in the
suggested form, it is possible to measure performance of
automated parsers that do not produce directly comparable
output.

5 Implications for TOC Recognition Algo-
rithms

Although we do not propose TOC recognition algo-
rithms here, we suggest that our analysis places useful con-
straints on the nature of recognition algorithms that will be
able to parse the vast diversity of tables of contents that fill
libraries, magazine racks, web pages, and graphic design-
ers’ dreams.
Recognition target: We reiterate that tabular spatial layout
is only sometimes employed, and when it is, the meanings
of rows and columns are not predictable in advance but must
be inferred from the TOC page on an individual basis. The
target output of a recognition algorithm is not to be a true
table, but a hierarchical tree of (descriptor, locator, chil-
dren) nodes.
Limits of Templates and Fixed Rules: Any top-down,
template-based approach will be limited in power to the
templates that have been compiled. If the TOC domain is
confined, for example, to journals of known layout, then
pages from this family may indeed be successfully parsed.
But the devices of TOC organization employ multiple cues
that can be combined combinatorially. As such, these el-
ements are productive of an open-ended design space, in
the same sense that linguistic grammars are productive of
an open-ended set of valid sentences. It will be impossible
to enumerate all possible TOC designs that will be encoun-
tered in the general case.

Style-dependent meaning of cues: The mapping between
visual cues such as alignment, spacing, font style, font size,
ellipsis, etc. and the functional roles of the entities they are
associated with, is variable according to each TOC’s design.
As is common with signal interpretation problems, purely
local evidence is ambiguous and can be resolved only with
regard to the context of surrounding material, or indeed, the
whole.
Multiple-level inference: The main challenge and appeal
of visual parsing problems is that they have to address mul-
tiple levels of inference. First, algorithms will have to be
capable of gathering, and merging evidence and decisions
at multiple scales of granularity. Second, functional seg-
mentation or grouping of visual elements is exponentially
complex [11]. The grouping of pixels (or characters if the
TOC is in PDF format) into semantically valid chunks, their
functional role interpretation, and reconciliation of individ-
ual functional roles to the overall syntactic and semantic
structure will have to proceed hand in hand, perhaps through
iterative steps of evidence exchange.
Multiple levels of knowledge : Finally multiple levels of
knowledge: visual layout, style, syntactic structure (hierar-
chical list), semantic (locators are numbers), and pragmatic
(locators mostly follow descriptors in reading order) will
be often useful and sometimes necessary. Knowledge of
stylistic conventions will certainly be important: it is very
common for nodes of the same type and level to adopt par-
allel layout and attribute structure; it is common although
by no means universal for locator nodes to obey colum-
nar alignment; it is common for parent nodes to employ
attributes of greater emphasis (e.g. larger font, boldface,
capitalization) than their children in the hierarchy. Semantic
knowledge may be critical in some cases, for example that
chapter numbers increment by one while locator nodes in-
crement monotonically but by several pages (see Figure 7c.)

We suggest that the class of recognition algorithms that
can leverage these principles will have the following char-
acteristics:

1. They will explore multiple hypotheses.

2. They will employ modular organization of knowl-
edge, and appropriately factorized representation of
hypotheses (for example, into logical content and vi-
sual style.)

3. They will combine weak evidence from multiple
sources and types, such as layout, textual, linguistic,
and semantic.

4. To manage the combinatorially large space of hypothe-
sis they will quickly and cleverly eliminate, from con-
sideration, large parts of this space on the basis of
tiered evidence.

The evolution of document recognition algorithms possess-
ing these characteristics will of course have impact on all
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Figure 9. A TOC for which the two authors
arrived at different ground-truth structures.
In one, the structure is a flat list of descrip-
tors with the poet missing (to be inferred) in
some. In the other, poems are listed as chil-
dren of the poet.

versions of the page layout analysis problem, far beyond
recognition of tables of contents. To date, the table of con-
tents recognition work of Bourgeois et al. [4] stands as clos-
est to in spirit to these ideals, although it is limited to trained
models for specific journals, with a fixed set of levels.

6 Conclusion and Prognosis

In this paper we have attempted to identify principles
underlying the phenomena of tables of contents as an im-
portant class of document that, in the future, our field must
master. The tools and machinery for table of contents recog-
nition have yet to be developed. Yet we can begin to see the
outlines for what this technology will entail.

Tables of contents are inventions of human cultures.
When we thoroughly understand the elements of layout and
attribute styles and their mappings to logical structure, to
rhetorical devices, to cultural conventions, and to emotional
intent, we will be able not only to transform scanned printed
books into databases and to hyperlinked active pages, but
we will be equipped to support investigations at a larger
scope. For example, we might take a historical view to chart
the introduction of stylistic devices through time and across
cultural mixing. We might extrapolate to anticipate new
forms for tables of contents which are foreign to today’s
readers but may become trends in the future. We might cre-
ate new genres of documents that seamlessly provide infor-
mation while customizing its organization to the reader’s
personal knowledge. We might construct texts tailored to
children’s individual visual developmental stages. In short,
the possibilities for applying theories for document recog-
nition are open-ended, as are the tables of contents we en-
counter today.
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